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One of the reasons why gratitude can change your life is because it shifts your focus. You see, life is all about focus.
Whatever we focus on, we move towards. When we live in a state of lack and negativity, we see more of that. It’s easy

to see something in a negative light when you’re focused on that. It’s easy to see all the problems and dilemmas
surrounding a situation when your thinking is habitually geared towards that.In turn, it’s also easy to see things in a
positive light, even when problems arise. If you’ve ever met an always-positive person, you know just how true this
statement is. Even when something goes wrong, they look for the silver-lining in the situation. If they can’t find one,
they simply state that something good will eventually come out of whatever they’re going through.But it’s not just
about being a positive person; having gratitude can change your life because it breathes positivity into everything

you’re doing. It’s a monumental shift in focus, a new way of seeing things, one that involves a wild-eyed appreciation
for the beauty of all things. You move from living in a state of lack, to living in a state of sheer abundance in every
possible way.Still, this doesn’t happen overnight. This shift in focus requires time and a habitual retraining of the

mind. But it does occur. You can easily move from a negative state to a positive state by recounting all of the things
that you have to be grateful for on a daily basis and writing it down. The key is to write it down. Writing it makes it

more real rather than abstract concepts living in your mind.



Begin Your Journey Of
Gratitude Today.

*Remember you cannot be grateful and angry at
the same time.

Exercise: Write 3 Things You
Are Grateful For.

Write down 3 People You Are
Grateful For.  Go 1 Step

Further and Affirm These 3
People On Your List.  Give

Them A Call (not a text). Hand
Write Them A Letter. Affirm

their Positive Influence in Your
Life. 



FINAL CHALLENGEFINAL CHALLENGE

Reflect on your week.  What did you learn about yourself?  Send me
an email by 11:59 PM CST today and the most poignant reflection

wins! What do you win? See Below.



just for you
A  G I F T

*2 weeks intensive 1:1 Coaching (career, wellness, relationship)

*A Gift will be mailed to your home brimming with my favorite things.
(current clients and new clients all welcome to participate)

Good Luck!
You Got This-Jules


